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Let G be a group and ZG its integral group ring. If  H is a subgroup of 
the group 6, the (right) augmentation ideal d,(H) is the right ideal of ZG 
generated by the elements h - 1 with h E H. If  HI and Hz are two subgroups 
of G and H, n H2 = H, then clearly d,(H) C A,(H,) n A&H,). Theorem 1 
below characterizes the situation in which A,(H) = A,(H,) n A&H,). As a 
consequence we obtain a necessary condition for the generalized free product 
of two finitely generated free groups to be again free and an upper bound for 
the cohomological dimension of a generalized free product. 
THEOREM 1. Let HI , H, be mbgroups of a group G and let H = HI n H, , 
K = gp(Hl , H,). Then A,(H) = A,(H,) n d,(H,) if arrd o&y if K is the 
generalized free product of HI am? H, amalgamating H. 
Proof. Assume that 3,(H) = A,(H,) n 4,(H,). To prove that K is the 
required free product, we need only show that ifs = h,h, ... h, E H (with the 
Izi alternately in HI and H,) then some lzi E H. By symmetry we may assume 
that h, E HI . I f  k = 1 there is nothing to prove and we proceed by induction 
on k. 
We define si = hi+lhif2 *.. h, for 0 < i < k and set sk = 1. Then 
s - 1 = ezl (hi - 1) si and hence 
‘& (h, - 1) si - (s - 1) = 0. (1) 
Now define rr = xi Odd (h, - 1) si and rs = & even (hi - 1) si . Since s E II 
and rj E AG(Hj), (j = 1,2) it follows from (1) that both rl and r2 are in 
A,(H,) n d,(H,) and hence in A,(H). 
Let (t,> be a set of right coset representatives for H in G. Then 
A&Pi) = C A,(H) t, and this sum is direct. Thus if we write 
ri = 2 riata > rio E ZH 
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then each riir E d,(H). Suppose now that k is even. Then 
y2 zzz i (-l)i+l si 
i=l 
and hence, for some integer 1 < G < k, se is in the same H coset as sk = 1. 
Thus some proper segment of s is itself in Hand, by our induction hypothesis, 
some letter hi is already in H. 
I f  k is odd, then us = eii (-l)i+l si and we need only apply the above 
argument to Y.&,~ to obtain the desired conclusion. 
We now assume that K is the generalized free product of HI and H, 
amalgamating H and show that d,(H,) CT d,(H,) = d,(H). 
It is clearly sufficient to prove that if x1 + xs = 0 with xi E d,(HJ then 
both x1 and xs are in d,(H). Suppose then that x1 = C (& - 1) qi and 
x2 = c (h2.e - 1) &ve 7 with hj,iE Hj, pi = &I, lit = fl, USE G, VIE G 
and that 
x1 + x, = c (h,*i - 1) E$i + c (h,J - 1) S& = 0. (2) 
Since the relation (2) remains valid if we only sum over those ui and vc 
that lie in a given right coset of G mod K, we may as well assume that G = K. 
Thus if g E G, then g E H or g can be expressed as a product g = h1h2 *.* hk 
(with the hi alternately in HI and H,) where no hi is in H. The integer k is 
an invariant of g called its length X(g). (See e.g. ([2], p. 206)). I f  g E H we set 
h(g) = 0. Let m = maxi,,{h(zli), h(q)}. W e p rove our contention by induction 
on m. I f  m =T 0, then x1 E ZH, n ZH, and hence x1 E ZH. Thus x1 E &(H). 
Suppose now that z+ ,..., ZQ , v1 ,..., v, are all the elements of length m. 
(By symmetry we may assume t 3 1, but no v  need have length m in which 
case we set s = 0). We also use induction on t + s. 
We may assume that for i < t, ui has its first letter in H, . Otherwise, if 
ud = kiui’, with ki E HI and h(q’) = m - 1, then 
(h,,i - 1) ui = (h,,iki - 1) QU.~’ + (ki - 1) ciui 
and we have found an expression for xrwhich involves fewer terms of lengthm. 
Further we may assume that for i < t, h,,, $ H. For if h,,i E H, we again 
write 
xi = (h,.i - 1) EMUS = (hl,iki -- 1) ERECT’ + (ki - 1) eiui’ 
with now ki E H2 . Then the relation (x1 - ,q) + (xs + q) = 0 is again of 
the form (2) with fewer terms of length m. Thus x1 - xi E d,(H) and, since 
zi E d,(H), so does x1. 
It now follows that y  = &, hl,iciui is the sum of all the terms in (2) which 
have length m + 1 and have their first letter in HI . Thus y  = 0. Conse- 
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quently, for some i < t, /z~,~~~u~ + h,,,qi = 0 and hence h;,ihlSIE1ul = ---E.~u$ . 
We may now write 
IhIS - 1) E+~ + (h,,i - 1) eiui = @$A,,, - lj E+, 
and we have again found an expression for x1 which involves fewer terms of 
length nz. 
THEomu 2. Let HI and Hz be free groups of jinite yank and let G be the 
generalized free product of H1 and Hz amalgamating a subgroup H. Let 4 , h, 
and h be the ranks of H1 , El, and H respectively, aud let g be the minimal mnzber 
of generators of G. Then G is free if and only if g = h, + h, - h. 
Proof. I f  g = h, + la, - la then, since G is presented on Jz, -+ h, 
generators and ?z relations, G is free by a theorem of Magnus ([2] Cor. 5.14.2). 
I f  Mr and M, are submodules of any R-module M there is an exact sequence 
where i = (il , -i2), with i1 and iz the inclusion maps of M, n MS in Ml 
and Mz , and (x, y)~ = x + y. Thus, qua ZG modules, we have the exact 
sequence 
0 *4(H) = 4&j n 444) --+ M%j 0 4#4J - 4(G) - 0. (3) 
I f  G is free the sequence (3) is a sequence of free ZG modules and hence 
splits. Thus rank d,(H,) + rank A,(H,) = rank d,(G) + rank A.(H) and 
the theorem follows immediately. 
COROLLARY. I f  the generalized free product of the finitely generated free 
groups H1 and H, amalgamating H is again free, then rank (El) < 
rank (HI) + rank (H,) - 1. 
The cohomological dimension (c.dim.) of a group G is the homological 
dimension (h.dim.) of 2 considered as a trivial (right) ZG module. Since Z 
has the presentation 0 -+ d,(G) -+ ZG + 2 -+ 0 it follows ([l] Th. 5.1 j that 
c.dim. G = h&m. d,(G) + 1. 
On the other hand, if H is a subgroup of the group G, then 
A,(H) = A,(H) @sH ZG. Further ZG is a free left ZH module generated 
by a set of right coset representatives of H in G. It follows that @sH ZG is an 
exact functor from the category of right ZH modules to the category of right 
ZG modules. As a consequence ZG-h.dim. d,(H) < ZH-h.dim. d,(H) = 
c.dim. H - 1. Also, c.dim. H < c.dim. G. With these remarks we can prove 
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THEOREM 3. Let HI and Hz be two groups and let G be the generalized free 
product of HI and H2 amalgamating a subgroup H. Then 
c.dim. G < max(c.dim. HI , c.dim. H,) + 1 
with equality holding only when c.dim.(H,) = c.dim. H2 = c.dim. H. 
Proof. We need only apply the above remarks and Theorem 5.1 of [1] 
to the sequence (3). 
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